
MATH 311 Spring 2011-12
Probability and Statistics I

Instructor: Dr. Georgi Medvedev
Office: 292 Korman
Telephone, email: 6612, medvedev@drexel.edu

Lectures: TR 12:00-1:50pm, TBA
Office hours: W 2:00-2:50pm or by appointment
Course webpage: www.math.drexel.edu/ ∼ medvedev/classes/2011/math311/

will contain homework assignments and announcements

Text: J.L. Devore, Probability and Statistics for Engineering and the Sciences, 8th ed.

Course objectives: This is an introductory course in probability and statistics. It cov-
ers Chapters 2-4 of the text. Successful students will learn basic concepts and terminology
necessary for understanding mathematical foundations of probability; how to calculate prob-
abilities; and how to use random variables. The course also covers several basic discrete and
continuous probability distributions, such as binomial, geometric, and Poisson, as well as
normal and exponential distributions.

Course format: The class meets twice a week. A typical lecture will consist of some new
material and examples of solving problems. Student participation during class is encouraged.
There will be regular quizzes (approximately weekly), a midterm exam (tentatively Week 5)
and a final (during the final exam week).

Homework: Homework problems will be posted on the course website after each lecture.
For the homework assignment in its final for a given week, please check the website on Friday
morning for possible updates. Although the homework assignments will not be graded, some
of the homework problems and similar ones will be given on quizzes and exams. All homework
problems should be attempted. If you are not able to complete a homework problem or are
unsure about your solution, help is available at the Mathematics Resource Center located in
Korman 247. For hours please see
http://www.drexel.edu/coas/math/resourcecenter/.

Quizzes: A quiz on a given week may contain one or more questions on theory covered
during the previous week (e.g., definition, formula, or formulation of a theorem) as well as
one or more problems from a recent homework assignment. The date and the material for
the next quiz will be announced in advance. The lowest quiz score will be dropped. There
are no make-up quizzes.

Examinations: There will be one midterm and one final examination. The dates will be
announced in advance. All exams are closed book.



Make-up exam policy: Make-up exams are offered only under extraordinary circumstances
(documented in writing), and only if approved by the instructor before the scheduled test.
In case of an illness that will require absence from exam, a student must submit a doctor’s
note to be considered for a make-up exam.

Electronic devices: Calculators performing only arithmetic operations and elementary
functions may be allowed in class. No other electronic devices will be permitted. Please
keep your cell phones off during lectures and exams.

Attendance: Regular and punctual attendance at all scheduled classes is expected. Atten-
dance will taken regularly. A student must be present during an entire lecture for it to be
counted as ‘attended’. More than two unexcused absences will affect your grade.

Assessment: Final grade will be calculated as follows: quizzes (30%), midterm (30%), final
exam (35%), attendance (5%).

Evaluation scheme for graduating seniors: Senior undergraduate students in their last
quarter of academic work who have applied for a degree will be exempted from taking the
final exam. The final grade in this case will be calculated as follows: quizzes (50%), midterm
(45%), attendance (5%).

The following table is to help you to decide on your standing during this course:

A : 90 − 100 B : 80 − 89
C : 70 − 79 D : 60 − 69

(± will be assigned at the discretion of the instructor). Class participation and attendance
will decide border cases.

Although some changes to the above breakdown at the end of the term are possible,
everyone should use it to get an idea of one’s standing. Students earning points within the
above bounds are assured of a final grade at least as indicated above.

Academic integrity: Students are expected to be familiar with the policies of academic
conduct outlined in the student handbook:
www.drexel.edu/studentlife/classes/2011/math123/

Disabilities and Accommodations: Students requesting special accommodations in this
course need to meet with the instructor during the first three weeks of the course to discuss
any special arrangements. Before accomodations can be made, the student needs to get a
current accommodation verification letter from the Office of Disability Services. For addi-
tional information, contact ODS at www.drexel.edu/ods, 3201 Arch St., Street, Suite 210,
Philadelphia, PA 19104, 215.895.1401 (V), or 215.895.2299 (TTY).

Problem resolution: Please come to see me during my office hours or by appointment if
you have any course related problems. 1

1This syllabus is subject to change. Changes, if any, will be announced in class.


